Nanoprotex

MD

leader in nanotecnology

OUR MISSION at Nanoprotex is to offer the best
quality to our professionals but also offer the
best professional treatment to customers that like
the “Do It Yourself”.
Working in the industry of nanotechnology since 2007, developed and used by
the most trusted professional in the automotive industry, Nanoprotex always
pushing boundaries to constantly develop and improve the quality of their
products.
Nanoprotex, THE LEADER in nanotechnology.
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FOR PROFESSIONAL AND CAR ENTHUSIASTS
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WE ARE PROUD TO SERVE THE MOST REPUTED
AND RECOGNIZED CUSTOMER IN THE INDUSTRY

SOME OF OUR PROUD PARTNER AND CUSTOMER

DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS

NAPA

UNI-SELECT

DAI
TRANSBEC

CUSTOMERS AND USERS
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OUR PRODUCTS
NANO VISION

Say welcome to the new way to repel rain on your windshield without
compromise: NanoVison
NanoVision has a long lasting protection (up to 6 months) allowing a very good water repellent
effect on windshield that also helps you taking bugs away easily! The shinny and transparency
of glass surfaces will also be preserved longer. At dark, it will provides you a better vision and
unlike other popular windshield treatment it will not create a film on it. Your windshield will be
100% translucent at all time.
In cold weather, frozen window will be cleared more easily preventing the risk of scratches.
On everyday use, road dirt on windshield is significantly reduced thereby reducing the use of
windshield washer and wiper continuously.
If the effect started to diminish, the surface can easily be re-sealed. Simply reapply like the
first time! Unlike other popular sealants, when reapplied, Nanovision will not create any built
up or film. It will create the original nano protective layer with a thickness of about 1/10 000
of human hair (about 3 microns). Treated surfaces can be clean with any regular soft cleaning
products.

NANO QUARTZ

NanoQuartz, the “Do-It-Your-Self” professional treatment.
No more wax needed! NanoQuartz coating is very user friendly and funny to apply. The water
repellent effect is really great and helps keeping your car clean in everyday use.
Easier and better it will also last longer! Unlike wax that stay on your car for a maximum of
6 months, NanoQuartz last up to 24 months. This product is very versatile and like many other
NanoProtex products, it can be applied on any paint or unpainted surface.
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FOR YOUR EVERYDAY NEEDS
QUICK DETAILER

QuickDetailer, THE way to replace old regular
quick-waxes.
Easy and quick to apply, it can be applied everywhere on your
car even on unpainted surface, moldings, glass, wheels and
much more.
By using nanoparticle, It will provides you a high end glossy
finish and a protection up to 8 months.

NANO MAG

Don’t be fooled, keep you wheels nice and clean
with NanoMag.
The wheels are at ground level; micro particles of asphalt, tar
and dirt of all kinds can easily stick on your wheels and
damage them. Also, during braking, large amounts of
metallic particle from brake pads are directly in contact with your
wheels. With an extreme heat emerges from those one, brake
dust will goes directly on wheels coating and start to contaminate them. NanoMag is the best coating available on the market
to prevent from those bad everyday situation.

NANO LEATHER

Your needs for your luxury leather: NanoLeather
Like any other leather, seat and furnish of you car need to be
treated to stay nice and fresh. Without protection, leather car
seats tend to crack over time especially the driver’s seat that is
strained. The nanoparticles of our NanoLeather penetrates the
leather to offer you a long time protection. Accidental spill
liquids on the leather will be no longer a problem! Our
treatment prevents liquid from entering the leather. It will also
create a truly effective protection against UV that remains the
main factor of fading leather.

TEXTILE SEALANT

Give your textile the protection they need: Textile Sealant
Fading color, stains on yours fabrics and cleaning difficulty? Your
textile will never be the same with Nanoprotex Textile Sealant.
It will protect against penetration of U.V. rays in your fabrics that
cause fading. In the same time, by isolating each fiber with our
nanoparticles, a high hydrophobic effect will be created. This
feature will prevent against the possibility of stain and will keep
clean your textile.
As a long lasting protection, our Nano Textile Sealant is the way to
protect removable soft-tops, seats, fabric interior trims and much
mores.
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PROFESSIONNAL SOLUTIONS

NANO TITANIUM

NanoTitanium, for those professional that
want something better and quicker.
The NanoTitanium create a coating of hard and
compact nanotechnology base that will act as a
protective film. It will increase the shine of your
vehicle while providing an excellent protection
against everyday contamination and dust. By
increasing your clear coat hardness twice as
normally (*4-5H to 9H), our Nano Titanium will
provides a better resistance to minor scratches
like common swirl created by everyday washing.
Can be applied on any surface of your car for a
maximum protection up to 24 months.

NANO GLASS

Introducing the ultimate professional paint
treatment: NanoGlass.
“Professional installation required”
The NanoGlass has been created specially to
satisfy the pickiest customers. In addition to its
high water-repellent effect, this nanotechnology
sealant as also an excellent durability and
antifouling proprieties. To reach its maximum
efficiency, NanoGlass must be professionally
applied respecting all application instructions.
Last up to 30 months on any painted or unpainted
surface of your car.
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PART NUMBERS

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS #

UPC

UPC-CASE

QTY. (BOX)

NP00001

627833000016

627833300017

24x

NP00020

627833000207

627833300208

6x

NP00027

627833000276

627833300277

12x

NP00011

627833000115

627833300116

6x

NP00023

627833000238

627833300239

1x

NP00025

627833000256

627833300257

1x

NP01062

627833010626

627833310627

6x

nano Leather Sealant - 100ml
(Nano Sealant For Leather)

NP01061

627833010619

627833310610

12x

nanoVision - Kit 100ml

NP00002

627833000023

627833300024

6x

Nano Technology Treatment
nanoVision - single use

(Professional Quality Nano treatment for windshield)

nanoQuartz - Box 40ml

(Professional Quality Nano
protective shining tecnology
long lasting)

nanoQuick - Detailer200ml

(Quick N Easy Nano Treatment)

nanoMag - Kit 50ml

(Nanotechnology Wheel
Treatment)

nanoGlass - Kit 100ml

(High End Long Lasting
Treatment * Professional only)

nanoTitanium - 200ml

(Fastest Professional Nano
Treatment for installer)

nanoTextile Sealant - 450ml
(Easy Nano Protection For
Textile, Convertible)
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TREATED AND PROTECTED BY NANOPROTEX

Nano Glass

Nano Mag

Nano Quartz

Nano Leather
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MANUFACTURING

Nanoprotex manufacturing meets the higher
standard of the industry. The continuous improvement procedures make its products and manufacturing processes gain in quality and performance every year.

CUSTOMERS EXPERIENCES

Nanoprotex provides a complete customer
service. All our customers can reach our
after-sales service team over online form.
Video, guide and online F.A.Q. are also
available to improve the experience of our
customers with our products. No questions
remain unanswered.

MARKETING

Nanoprotex products are
highly advertised and
enjoy unparalleled marketing
advantages. We also offer
launching programs with
service and materiel support.
Our experience in marketing
has demonstrated the
profitability of investments.
Although our company his
more than renowned we
offer the opportunity for our
customers to enjoy a private
labeling to improve their
trademark.

THE LASTWORD

While Nanoprotex specializes in the automotive industry, we limit ourselves in any
way to this field and are open to any opportunity to demonstrate the quality of our
experience in nanotechnology.
- Forget the old regular
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nanoprotex.ca

